Dear Parents and Carers,
How quick the weeks are
flying by! Here is some information regarding the
children’s learning in Summer Term 2.
How Parents/Carers can help at home…






Continue to encourage your child to and /or listen to
your read on a regular basis.
Support your child in practising times tables up to
12x12. If you would like any times table sheets to use
at home, ask your child’s teacher.
Have a discussion with your child about their learning.
Support and encourage your child to use computers/
technology in a safe and secure way.

Nine Acres Primary School
Summer Term 2
Year 4 Team
Miss Bekesi

Miss Gardiner

Please remember that we are always very happy to see
you if you would like to find out more about the
learning in Year 4, or talk about any concerns you may
have.

Dates for your Diary
17th June 2019 - Development Day.
28th June 2019 – Transition Day.
15th July 2019 – KS2 Sports Day.

Parent Information Leaflet

17th July 2019 - Optional Parents’ Evening.
19th July 2019 - Trip to Amazon World.
23rd July 2019 - Development Day.

Thank you,
The Year 4 Team.

‘Striving for Excellence’

Year 4 - Summer 2 2019 - Theme: The Blue Abyss
English

Mathematics

We will continue studying Michael

In Maths, we will focus on statistics (bar charts, line graphs - collecting,

Morpurgo’s amazing adventure story,

recording and interpreting data), geometry (2D and 3D shapes and their

Kensuke’s Kingdom. During summer

properties, angles) and position and direction (finding coordinates on a

term 2 we will heavily focus on reading

quadrant, moving objects on a quadrant).

and comparing this story to another

The last week of the term will be spent on consolidating

adventure story, The Explorer, and

children’s learning.

spend the final couple of weeks
focusing on grammar.

RE

Theme - The Blue Abyss

PE

Hinduism

In this adventure, the children will be diving into the depths of

Children will need their P.E

the deep blue! Across the topic of The Blue Abyss, the children

kits in school all week.

Children are going to learn about
the basic principles and practices
of Hinduism, such as the Mandir,
worship at home and the Hindu
religious rites.

will be learning about marine life and how to classify sea animals
according to their features. As-under-the sea explorers, we will
be using our observational skills to produce detailed sketches of
a variety of sea creatures. In line with the current debate
concerning plastic usage, we will then be conducting research on

the effects of plastic on our oceans. We will apply this
information in order to write a
letter

to

the

Government,

persuading them to create a law
requiring the reduction of plastic
waste!

Please ensure that all pupils
bring correct P.E. kit suitable
to the weather conditions.

